69th issue.
Taken as seriously as aOur
diagnosis
from Nice.
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Post–Election Clinton Addresses Local
Credit Union
T

his past Wednesday,
Mrs. Clinton delivered
remarks at local credit
unions about the benefits of
“saving for retirement.” Coming
off a stunning election shock,
Hillary Clinton has failed to
line up the coveted speaker
positions she had from invest-

gift card for good measure.
While Mrs. Clinton focused
mostly on investment strategies, she did address her Presidential defeat in brief. “These
past few days have been some
of the most difficult in my
life but I am glad to finally be
back at work,” Clinton stated
in her speech.
“I want to
thank Director
Comey
for
helping
me
get my regular
job back. I
am perfectly
happy
with
President
elect Donald
Trump
and
his fair electoral college
win. He is
extremely
qualiClinton's first day back at work; holding in tears.
fied, it just took
ment banks such as Goldman
some extreme vetting to realize.”
Sachs and JPMorgan Chase she
Jeffrey Hammond, presienjoyed before her candidacy.
dent of First Community
Her speaker spots have declined
Credit was pleased with
in prestige, and so have the fees
Mrs. Clinton’s speech, and
paid out to Mrs. Clinton. Paid
mentioned he would seek
nearly a quarter million dollars
future speeches from her and
to deliver remarks to Goldman
would be happy to serve as
Sachs in 2014, documents
a reference. “We were absoobtained from the Clinton Founlutely delighted to host Mrs.
dation show that Mrs. Clinton
Clinton this week,” said
received $500 and $350 from
Jeffrey Hammond, president
First Community Credit Union
of First Community. “I think
and Smith Family Bank, respecour community members
tively. Smith Family Bank also
learned a lot from her speech,
threw in a $15 Dunkin’ Donuts
especially the messages on

‘long-term stock investing
trumps speculative trading’’
and ‘I’m with HER’ (historical equity returns).
As
of
press
time,
Hammond
is
awaiting
confirmation from Clinton
that she received his emailed
invoice. “I hope I didn’t send
it to the wrong address!!”

Op-Ed: Trump Won
the Election; What
Does this Mean for the
Future of America?
Oh, GOD NO! How could
this happen no no no no no
no how did this happen the
world is terrible people are
dumb and dumb and stupid
and NOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!
Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhfuckingfuck!
Ass! ASS! ASSSSSSSS!!!! On
the other hand, dick dick dick
dick dick shit shit shit. From
that perspective, there’s really
nothing so horrible that Trump
could do to the country in four
years. We have a system of checks
and COCKS and fuck and fuck
and NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
God WHY?!?! A freaking reality
TV star?! The guy from the
Apprentice? The bitch-ass bitch
with the golden hair? Racism
and Sexism and Xenophobia OH MY!

That xenophobic tangerine is
our Commander in Chief!?!!?

PRICE: Aunt Pat's Pumpkin Pie Recipe

Buried
WUnderground
Don't Call Me Racist
Just Because I Hold
Racist Political Views
and Opinions
Page 6.66

Op-Ed: Carter Paterson,
Not my ArtSci President

Page 11.8.16

Guy Slips Through
Seigle Doors like He’s
Indiana Fucking Jones
Page 1981

Mike Pence Finally
Proves to Dad He's Not
Gay: "ARE YOU PROUD
OF ME YET?"

Sophomore Unaware Thanksgiving
to Double as Intervention
A

ccording
to
sources,
sophomore Jason Smith
is blissfully unaware that
his family is planning to use
Thanksgiving dinner to intervene on his aggressive social
media presence. His family cites
his Facebook as the primary
cause of the intervention,
although his Instagram and
Twitter also look to be part of
the conversation.
"Although Jason's usually a
good boy, he won't stop bullying
his grandma on Facebook,"
commented Smith's mother.
"We can get past him reposting
Tasty videos or constantly
sending us invitations to like

pages, but cyberbullying his
own grandma is where we draw
the line." His mother also noted
that she wasn't thrilled about
his Instagram account, which
almost exclusively consists of
images of sepia-filtered cups
of coffee and black and white
pictures of sunsets.
Upon an examination of
Smith's Facebook, it became
apparent that the alleged
bullying was him reposting
anti-Trump news articles on
his timeline. On six separate
occasions, his grandma reacted
"sad" to such posts, and in one
case she commented, "Jason, we
can talk about this. Please stop

it. —Love, Grandma."
The family is currently
considering expanding the
intervention to include Jason's
Aunt Nikki, who is a hoarder.
Either way, Smith's younger
sister, Kara, has promised that
she intends to make the intervention about herself, and
currently plans on pre-gaming
the intervention hard enough
that she throws up roughly half
way through the proceedings.
At press time, Jason's family
has confirmed that the intervention will still include the
traditional turkey, stuffing,
pumpkin pie, and self-righteousness.

Page 69, 99

Melania and Bill
Both a Little Stressed,
Grab Brunch
Page $38.50

Trump Venmo Requests
Mexico for Cost of
Wall, Nieta Denies
Page A7
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Shy Woman Consistently Holding Mug Claims
She’s an “Avid Writer”
Local
bookstore
clerk,
Veronica Sneebler, went on record
last Tuesday claiming that she’s
an “avid writer”. However, after
a week of intense investigative
reporting, we have received contradictory information. According to
consistent bookstore visitor and
legitimate avid writer, Meredith
Wang, Veronica has never actually
written. To solve this potentially
international dilemma, we set
up multiple cameras throughout
Veronica’s home and place of work.
Indeed, over 10,000 hours of video
footage shows that Veronica has
never used her hands for anything
other than holding her mug close
to her face, making her a liar.
Our in-house psychologist,
Gary Smith, describes Veronica’s disorder as being “super
shy” and that holding her mug
makes her feel “more comfortable
while meeting new people”. Gary
explains that approximately 1 in
3 people are shy, and is in fact an
increasing trend in America. Since
Gary’s announcement, over 15
writers from our publication have
come out as being “shy”. Needless to say, we never suspected a

thing and will take active steps to
becoming a more accepting work
environment.
Now that being shy has become
more accepted nationally (8%
increase) and potentially legalized within the year, Veronica
has worked up the courage to put
liquids in her famous white mug.

Soon, she will even feel comfortable consuming those aforementioned liquids. As of press time,
Veronica was seen thinking about
setting up her MacBook Air. When
we reached out to Veronica for
a snippet of her novel, Veronica
mailed us back page 512 of Harry
Potter and the Goblet of Fire.

WUnderground
WUnderground is WashU’s
premier [only] satirical
newspaper and should be
taken about as seriously as this
election or an amber alert.
However, the news reported by
this paper is completely
fictitious, at least to our
knowledge. Any resemblance
to persons living, ailing or dead
is entirely intentional.
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Callan Coghlan
President
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Guide to Greek Life Functions
With the end of the
semester coming up,
there are plenty of Greek
functions approaching
on the social calendar. If
you are lucky enough to
be invited to one of these
exclusive events but
don’t know their subtle
differences, don’t worry:
we got you. Have fun!

Date
Party
What to
wear

Patricia Witt
Editor in Chief
Simon Olson
Editor in Chief

Will there
be food?

Staff

Crush
Party

Formal

RҨbes and a
Һood. Bonus
points if you
sharpie a
pҾntagrӑm on
your forehead.

You got this
buddy!

If you cѳunt
virǵin lamb
Бlood as ғood,
thЁn yeah.

You go in for
the kiss on the
bus, but your
date turns away.
You’re starting
to get nervous.

Grӗgөrian
chanting.

You get to formal
and your date
heads straight
for the bathroom. You don’t
see them for
the next hour.

Hawaiian shirts
are always a
good bet. Try not
to appropriate
any cultures!
That’s not chill!

Nothing.

..

No food.
No drinks.

Probably not,
but expect the
beer to flow all
night long.

Aaron Dozzi
Josh Moskow
Justin Kroll

Music you
can expect
to hear

Blake Robertson

Stop smiling like that, Veronica, and put down your f**king mug.

Kimball Slade

Things Chancellor Wrighton Invented Other
than Glow–Sticks
The Pill:
Here’s another from Wrighton’s CalTech days. Back in the 50s Wrighton
was part of a scientific team that
developed the first successful
combined oral contraceptive, more
commonly referred to as “the pill.”
So the next time you’re getting
raw-dogged by your boyfriend
without fear of
getting pregnant,
you know exactly
who to thank!

"Thomas Edison can suck my dick."

Windshield
Wipers:
It’s
hard
to
imagine
driving
without
these,
but there was a
time when drivers
would have to pay
homeless
children to squat on
the hoods of their
cars and wipe the
rain away by hand.
Wrighton
grew
tired of paying
$3/month for this
service, so one
afternoon he went
into his garage and
invented the first
set of home-made
windshield wipers.

The Phrase “War on Terror”:
Most people think the term was
coined by President Bush in the
days after 9/11. Not true! It was
actually first used by Chancellor Wrighton in a 1985 speech
outlining the university’s plans
to counter student protests
demanding the school divest
from Apartheid South Africa.
Judeo-Christian Morality:
This one is a little controversial, but here’s what we know.
Around 4000BC, Moses was seen
leaving a closed-door meeting
with Chancellor Wrighton. No
one knows for sure what the two
talked about, but mere hours
later Moses delivered the Ten
Commandments to the Israelites. More evidence? Wrighton
was confirmed to have regularly used the AIM username
BURN1NG_BUSH around this
time. Coincidence? You decide.

†

‡

Nate Graham
Adam Kaufmann

We all know Chancellor
Wrighton invented glow-sticks
back when he was at Cal-Tech,
forever changing the rave scene
for the better. What you might
not know, however, is that the
Chancellor has actually had a
long string of important inventions. We’ve listed some below:

Theta Xi's
Around
the World

Jacob Nason

Will you hook
up with your
date?

Carter Paterson
Gabby Perez-Garcia
Ted Sorota

"HoӦ—Hªe`oh, Áé——ßÞ ņŌ,
Ľİİ ¥a-Þ Lööh˜—Ӵөӕұѣ ﬁo"

Dream on
buddy.

†

Your date comes
out of the bathroom holding
hands with your
best friend.
Better luck next
year champ :’-(

No music.
No talking.
No human
contact.

Pretty normal,
to be honest.
Expect to hear
“Get Low” and
a lot of Drake.

No.

100%

Unpaid Interns
Nathan Marak
Henry Weinberg
Zach Moskow
Rohit Kumar
Grace Fellman
Arjun Puri
Brooke Nosratian
Landon Lichtenstein

Illustrator
Merry Sun
If you would like to write,
edit, tell us we're pretty, etc.
then email us at:
wunderground@su.wustl.edu

You:
Ever wonder why you always
thought the Chancellor looked
“slightly
familiar?”
We’re
sorr y to break it to you like
this. You should probably go
call your mom.
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wunderground.wustl.edu

Top 6 Majors
that are Useful
in a Trump
Presidency

6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

Computer Dance Leadership Religious Russian Finance
& Strategic Studies Studies
Science
Management

Point
“I Can’t Wait to Join A Greek
Student Association!”
By: George Yanopolis
Greek Exchange Student

Acclimating to Wash U has
definitely been rough. I haven’t
met any other Greek people, and
there hasn’t been any opportunities to do so! But I can’t wait to
finally embrace my homeland’s
culture next semester when I
join Greek Life! It’s a little weird

that I couldn’t join these groups
my first semester here-- not
sure what Wash U has against
Greek people. I even hear they
have huge houses dedicated all
things Greek! I’m so excited!

Counter-Point
“We’re going to stay top
frat, god damn it”
By: Chad Brock
Bro

You might have heard rumors
on Greekrank.com that we’ve
been slipping in the ranks, but
fuck that bro. We’re gonna have
the best pledge class this school
has ever seen. We’ve already been
dirty rushing kids, showing them
just how cool we are, how many

girls we pull, and how fucking
epic our parties are. Oh yeah,
that shrimpy exchange student
kid, what was his name... Milo?
Odysseus? Yeah that kid fucking
sucked. No bid.
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WGSS Professor Fails Students’ Essay:
“Not Enough Jargon”
This past Friday, WGSS
Professor Taylor Reed handed
back graded essays to their
Women and Gender Studies
class. When senior Jack
Freeman was handed his essay,
he was shocked to see a big F
at the top. Freeman, who is
taking the class to fulfill his
“social differentiation” ArtSci
requirement, was confused
at comments such as “too
coherent!!” and “why didn’t
you use a bigger word here???”
marked throughout his essay.
“Most papers I read are
so poorly written and jargonridden that I have absolutely
no idea what the writer is
getting at,” Professor Reed told
Wunderground in an interview.
“Freeman’s essay, on the other

hand, was straightforward
and easy to read. There was
no nonsensical logical jumps,
no references of something
anecdotal being ‘systematic,’
and he didn’t even ramble on
about something being ‘problematic!’ After reading the
essay and coming away with
a more nuanced view of the
world, I just had to fail him.”
After his Friday class,
Freeman took his paper to
the WGS department chair,
who
affirmed
Professor
Reed’s marking. The department chair explained to
Freeman that since they were
new on campus, the WGSS
department had to remain as
complicated and enigmatic
as possible. “That way, we

can publish essays that sound
smart but don’t really mean
anything! Isn’t that so clever?”
the chair told Freeman.
Planning to graduate in
December, Freeman is now
worried about his future.
While he had received offers
from Goldman Sachs, JP
Morgan Chase, and Deloitte,
he will not be able to graduate
or accept these offers if he
fails his gender studies class.
As of press time, Freeman
was seen poring over dictionaries to find fancier words to
use in his upcoming essay,
titled “Queering The North
American Diaspora: A MultiFaceted Approach to Sexuality.”

Yeast Infection Epidemic
Grabbing America by the Pussy
Nucleoid

Top 10...
Top 10 Majors that
are Now Useless

10. Economics
9. Women, Gender,
and Sexuality
Studies
Environmental
Studies

8.

7. Political Science
6. History
5. Islamic Studies
4. Spanish
3. Statistics
2. Latin American
Studies

Plasma Membrane

Plasmid

1. Education

What Do You Think?
Protesters have shut down progress of the Dakota Access Pipeline: What Do You Think?

Chief Wahoo

Chief Black Hawk

Osceola

Washington Redskin Guy

George Washington

Cleveland Indian Mascot

Chicago Blackhawks Mascot

Florida Seminoles Mascot

Washington Redskin Mascot

Dollar Bill Mascot

“I did my part and checked
into the reservation on
Facebook. I hope that
makes a difference for an
issue that affects so many.”

“I’m so tired of Native
Americans’ rich culture
being trampled on. It’s
time to do something!”

“I stand with
the Sioux Indian
community.
#NoDAPL!”

“It’s a travesty that the oil
companies are building
this pipeline through a
reservation. It desecrates
these people’s history.”

“And people
think I was a
racist? Jeez.”

